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spinning the compressor, which raises air pressure at the
cylinders [2].

Abstract: Isolated electric systems are usually small and, in
order to maintain some stability, depend on conventional energy
sources, generally turbocharged diesel groups. Full capacity of
these groups will depend on the performance of the
turbocompressor, and this performance is limited by the
minimum flow rate the compressor is able to handle. This flow
rate level is determined by the surge line, or stability limit,
therefore, it is crucial to determine, in a reliable way, this line. In
this paper a methodology to stablish the limit of stable operation,
from the study of the behaviour of outlet pressures, is proposed.
The method consists in studying the distribution that registered
values adopt and it was successfully employed at different
velocities, which allowed to draw the machine map.
Key words: Surge, instability, diesel
turbocompressor, turbocharger, power system.

The performance of the compressor and, therefore, the full
capacity of the engine are limited by the minimum mass
flow rate the compressor is able to work with [3] [4]. This
level of mass flow is determined by the surge line (or
stability limit). This line indicates the zone in the
compressor map in which it leaves stable operation,
showing up fluctuations of flow rate, pressure and
temperature.
In Fig. 1, on the compressor map, lines corresponding to
the engine operation at different speeds and load levels of
the power system (full line) are shown [5]. Surge line is
also shown, it is done with the intention of ensuring that
the turbocharger group will not leave the conditions for
stable operation. In order to do this, manufacturers use
safety factors due to difficulties to determine accurately
the beginning of instability processes.

engine,

1. Introduction
The Canary Island electricity system has six subsystems
which are electrically isolated and small in size compared
to the mainland [1].
This restriction does not allow to exploit synergies that
provide electrical interconnections, and can be
summarized in greater stability in the system. This
isolation also produces an increase in the cost of
generation by the inability to make a joint optimization of
the system to ensure quality of service. In addition, the
projected path of integration of renewable energy, strongly
intermittent and difficult to predict, represents an
additional challenge in managing the necessary balance
between generation and consumption [1].

Fig. 1. Pressure-mass flow maps of exhaust gas turbocharged
engine for truck diesel engine with uncontrolled exhaust gas
[5].

Isolated electric power systems are usually small in size
and formed, mainly, by generators powered by diesel
engines. These engines need, in order to work properly, to
be charged using turbocompressors, which turbine is
moved by the exhaust gases from the combustion,
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In this paper, it is proposed a technique for determination
of instability which detect it since the initial moment,
when the fluctuations that might appear in the fluid affect
only to the static pressure. The implementation of this
technique would allow to move the surge line to its real
place, which is to the left of its current location in the
compressor map, corresponding to lower levels of mass
flow rate.

this will be over and over again in a cyclic way; this
phenomena is known as surge [8].
The amplitude of several thermodynamic or aerodynamic
parameters, such as pressure, temperature, noise, fluctuate
drastically when surge occurs, which may affect safety,
durability and reliability of the turbomachine and even the
whole power system [9]. Meanwhile, surge line represents
the lowest operation limit of the compressor, which
evaluates its performance. Therefore, it is essential to
determine accurately the instability points in the
compressor map.

2. Instability Phenomena in Compressors
Before talking about instabilities of rotative compressors,
it is important to introduce the stagnation properties.
Stagnation temperature is the one reached when a fluid is
taken to repose adiabatically and without work [6].
Stagnation pressure is defined as the pressure reached
when a stream is taken to repose isentropically and without
work [6]. Both stagnation pressure and temperature are
properties of the gas that can be used, along with static
properties, to determine the thermodynamic and mechanic
state of the fluid stream [7]. This states can be represented
on a T - s (Temperature - Entropy) diagram, like the one
shown in Fig. 2, where a compression process between
states 1 and 2 is described.

3. Experimental Approach
The most commonly used system in experimentation on
compressors to obtain the characteristic map is the one
shown in Fig. 3. It corresponds to the resistant circuit of
compressors used in gas turbines or in turbocharged
engines.
In Fig. 3 the relative location of the compressor can be
observed. Upstream of it, there is the inlet pipe which
usually aspirates the air from the atmosphere through a
filter. Meanwhile, downstream there is an outlet pipe
which connects to a tank located at the end of it. The
resistance that the circuit generates is set by a flow control
throttle located downstream of the tank, which function is
to modify the operation point of the compressor by
changing the value of flow rate through the modification
of its opening degree.
Figure 4 is a photograph of the actual installation used in
this investigation, where the components named in the
scheme of Fig. 3 can be seen.
The data acquisition system includes all the elements used
for this objective, that is: the different sensors and
microcontrollers used to transmit to the computer the
information taken by them; and the interface for
communication with the user through the computer, which
is employed to send the instructions to the
microcontrollers and receive from these the required
information.

Fig. 2. T – s diagram of a fluid compression process [7].

Most important instabilities observed in compressors
originate from detaching on the blades. This process is
known as stall [4].
When the stall process occurs, instability cells usually
appear with it. These cells are a local stall which affects a
part of the compressor but does not have any influence on
the rest of that component [4]. Cells usually spin in the
same direction than the compressor; that is why this
process is known by the name of rotating stall.

Figure 5 is a schematic depiction of the data acquisition
system; the way information is transferred between the
different elements of the system can be seen in it.

When, in the operation, critical levels of mass flow rate are
reached, in the compressor outlet there is a volume of air
which is at turbocharged pressure. The rotor loses its
capacity to maintain the pressure gradient, and then
pressurized air goes back from the outlet towards the
compressor inlet. Air discharge relieves the circuit
downstream, thus the compressor recovers its performance
and increases pressure again. However, if fluid-dynamic
conditions remain, a new discharge cycle will happen and

Fig. 3. Scheme of the installation usually employed to
characterize a compressor [3].
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(Fig. 7), stability onset (Fig. 8) and surge (Fig. 9). The
values represented were measured at 6500 rpm.
In Fig. 7 it can be seen that when the machine operates in
stable condition, the signals of both outlet pressures, P02
and P2, has a form that is practically horizontal, which is
consistent with the fact that both represent a value that is
constant in time. Also, stagnation pressure is higher than
static pressure at every moment.
Moreover, in Fig. 8 instability onset can be seen. Outlet
static pressure, P2, begins to show oscillations over time.
However, stagnation pressure, P02, does not show these
fluctuations. It is important to point out that stagnation
pressure is alse greater than static pressure in every
moment, as it is in stable behaviour.
Fig. 4. Photograph of the actual installation used in this
investigation to characterize de compressor.
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Figure 9 shows the temporal evolution of outlet pressures,
P2 and P02, when surge phenomena is fully developed.
Both signals have a sinusoidal form, and static pressure is
superior to stagnation pressure several times, resulting in
flow reversal; which is characteristic of surge phenomena.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the data acquisition system.
Fig. 6. Blower map, showing pressure ratio against nondimensional flow rate.

4. Results
The machine map has been obtained and is shown in Fig.
6. This results were obtained using the test rig described in
section 3. In the map a behaviour fully consistent with that
described by other investigators [3] [4] [10] is observed.
As told in section 2, when a turbocompressor operates in
instable conditions there are signals that allow its
diagnosis. One of them is a characteristic sound, similar to
a buzz which can be heard when the compressor is
operating under surge. However, these signals appear
when the machine is already under the effects of the
phenomena, thus it is interesting to find a method that
enables to diagnose this phenomena even before they are
noticeable.
Besides the characteristic curves from Fig. 6, for different
conditions of compressor behaviour, temporal evolution of
outlet pressures are shown, as follows: stable behaviour

Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of P2 and P02 on stable operation at
6500 rpm.
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registered pressures. At last, the curve corresponding to
surge has a clear sinusoidal form, as a consequence of both
pressures having this shape.

Fig. 8. Temporal evolution of P2 and P02 with instability onset at
6500 rpm.

Fig. 10. Temporal evolution of ratio P02/P2 on different
operation conditions at 6500 rpm.

Fig. 9. Temporal evolution of P2 and P02 with surge at 6500
rpm.

In order to assess the behaviour of the compressor, and to
determine whether it is stable or not, besides the study of
temporal evolution, a criteria based on the relation
between the pressures measured at the machine outlet was
proposed. This relation is the ratio between them, that is,
P02/P2. Ratio P02/P2 represents physically the isentropic
compression ratio at which a fluid is subjected when it is
taken to repose adiabatically, without work and in a
reversible way.

Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ratio P02/P2
for three different conditions: stable operation, instability onset
and surge.
Table 1. Statistical parameters obtained for each of the three
conditions studied.
Parameter
Mean
Standard
Deviation
Anderson Darling

As instability phenomena are associated to oscillations of
flow rate and pressure, and considering that temperature
variations are small, it was considered that ratio P02/P2
might become a determinant relation in order to establish
the stable operation of the machine.

Stable
Operation
1.0071

Instability
Onset
1.0035

1.0016

0.0011

0.0014

0.0100

0.1875

0.0000

0.0000

Surge

Because of differences between curves shown in Fig. 10,
the decision of studying the way these values were
distributed was taken, this with the idea of watching how
they fitted to a normal distribution. In Fig. 11 the
appearance of the distribution of values of this parameter
for each of the tests conducted at the same rotation speed
of the machine is shown. In order to assess how the values
are distributed, cumulative frequency distribution was

Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution of ratio P02/P2.
The signal of stable operation does not have a specific
form, only oscillations apparently chaotic. On the other
hand, the curve corresponding to instability onset begins
to adopt a sinusoidal form, as well as the mean value of it
is lower, due to decrease in the difference between
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plotted along with the curve corresponding to a normal
distribution which shares the same mean, to see how the
data conformed to this curve.

[5] H. Hiereth y P. Prenninger, Charging the internal
combustion engine, Springer Science & Business
Media, 2007.

In order to stablish, quantitatively, whether a group of data
represents a point with stable operation of the machine, the
data from each registered test were subjected to a
statistical test to see if they fitted to a normal distribution.
The test used is the Anderson – Darling test, which is
designed to assess whether a group of data fit, or not, to a
specific distribution, and it was used on ratio P02/P2. The
test was performed with a significance level of 5 %, that
is, the hypothesis of values fitting a normal distribution is
considered true when the p-value obtained in the test is
equal or greater than 5 %.

[6] J. L. Kerrebrock, Aircraft Engines and Gas
Turbines, The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1984.
[7] H. Cohen, G. F. C. Rogers y H. I. H.
Saravanamuttoo, Gas Turbine Theory, New York:
Longman Scientific & Technical, 1992.
[8] R. L. Elder y M. E. Gill, «A Discussion of the
Factors
Affecting
Surge
in
Centrifugal
Compressors,» ASME, Journal of Engineering for
Gas Turbines y Power, vol. 107, pp. 499-507, 1985.

Table 1 shows the values of mean, standard deviation and
the p-value obtained in the Anderson – Darling, for each
of the three conditions studied.

[9] A. X. Liu y X. Q. Zheng, «Methods of surge point
judgment
for
compressor
experiments,»
Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, vol. 51, p.
204–213, 2013.

5. Conclusions
It is important to point out that other investigators are also
working in the search of a method to establish, in the most
accurate and reliable way, the limit of stable performance
of a turbocompressor. Some of them have also established
a statistical analysis to determine the appearance of surge,
they focus, for instance, on the increase of standard
deviation for values of some physic parameters of the
system.

[10] J. Galindo, J. R. Serrano, C. Guardiola y C. Cervelló,
«Surge limit definition in a specific test bench for
the characterization of automotive turbochargers,»
Experimental Thermal and Fluid Science, vol. 30, p.
449–462, 2006.

When it comes to this paper, it was used a parameter which
is related with the energy available in the fluid,
determining that when the values of it, particular for a
specific configuration of the system, obey a normal
distribution, it is possible to say that the turbocompressor
is working under stable conditions.
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